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DR. DIOSDADO M. SAN ANTONIO
Regional Director
Deoartment of Education (Resion IV-A)

Dear SirMa'am:

The upLB chemicar Socier.v, a duly recognized academic
,,, ,4,
"r$tl{r,Li'.J1'*i}u,,ng
Anniversary on January 2019, will be sponsoring KAPNAYAN,
a nationwide Chemistry lair.
which will be held on January 14-19,2019 at the University of the Philippines Los Bafros.

KAPNAYAN is a triennial. weeklong nationwide Chemistry f'air consisting of activities geared
for the participation of students fi'om secondary high schools. KAPNAYAN 2019 is going to be
the Society's tifteenth Chemistry fair with the theme: "Sustainable Development Through
Advancements in Green Chemistry and Renewable Energv Technology''. The tbir aims to
expose high school students on the range of opporhrnities in Green Chemistry and renewable
technology, as well as its role in achieving a more sustainable development. The said event
feature difTerent activities, which include seminars, exhibits, audio-visual presentations,
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educational tours and nature trips, extemporaneous speech, essay-writing, investigatory
projects, poster-making contests, photo contest, the Chemical Magic Show, and the much
anticipated nationwide Chemistry Quiz Contest. Moreover, the Society will also be conducting
its open tambayan, alumni homecoming, and thanksgiving mass in celebration of its 55th
founding anniversary this 2019.

In this regard. we would like to ask for an endorsement or advisory that recommends
KAPNAYAN 2019 to both public and private secondary schools in your region. It will be
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Invitatidns and Registration Commirtee Head

KAPNAYAN 20I9
Endorsed by:
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LEA FELIfrIA M. VICENTE
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RoLLAN /nul P. PARAKII(AY

Coordinatoi

President. A.Y. 20 I 8-2019
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Junior Adviser, A.Y. 2018-20 I 9
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